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The NASA-Industry Education Initiative is a
voluntary cooperative effort involving NASA and
a group of private-sector contractors, with the
objective of focusing their collective support of
American education on accomplishing the
national education goals by the year 2000.
This report presents an initial invento U of
education programs supported by NASA-
Industry Education Initiative participants. It thus
provides a baseline for evaluating the collective
focus of NASA-industry education activities, and
particularly achievement of the national educa-
tion goals.
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19930004060 2020-03-24T07:23:44+00:00Z
Statement by the NASA Administrator
Since publication of A Nation at Risk in 1983, thousands of individuals and groups
have analyzed the American education system and recommended a wide range of
changes. In 1989, President Bush and the nation's Governors met at an Education
Summit in Charlottesville, Virginia. Together, they agreed on The National
Education Goals, placing education at the forefront of the national agenda.
Early in 1991, President Bush announced AMERICA 2000--his strategy to move
America towards achieving educational excellence through the national education
goals. The President calls this effort "the crusade that counts most--the crusade to
prepare our children and ourselves for the exciting future."
Success requires a concerted effort by all segments of our society, and especially by
NASA and other federal agencies working hand in hand with the private sector.
The NASA-Industry Education Initiative, which we embarked upon in early 1991,
embodies this concept. Together, NASA and industry are supporting the accom-
plishment of the national education goals by the year 2000.
America's future depends on our developing the skills necessary to maintain our
technological competitive edge in the world. The future success of both NASA and
its private-sector contractors is heavily dependent upon an assured pipeline of
technically qualified workers. Certainly, greater scientific and technical literacy is
required for citizens to live in a world of growing complexity.
To those who have devoted their time and attention to producing this Education
Programs Report 1991, I express my appreciation and gratitude. The report suggests
areas where we can do more.
We look forward to working more closely with our industry colleagues to make
increasingly significant contributions to achieving national excellence in education.
Daniel S. Goldin
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ExecutiveSummary
In 1983, the Secretary of Educa-
tion issued a report chronicling the
failure of America's schools to provide
high-quality education. The release of
this report, A Nation at Risk: The
Imperative for Educational Reform,
ushered in a continuing effort by
various government agencies and private
organizations to analyze the problem
and propose possible means for im-
provement.
In line with these concerns,
President Bush and the nation's 50
Governors in 1989 developed a set of
specific education objectives--The
National Education Goals--to be
accomplished in this century. The goals
are designed to enhance and improve
education and thereby strengthen the
United States competitive position in
the global community.
The NASA-Industry Education
Initiative (NIEI) is the response of the
National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration and its private-sector contrac-
tors to the education crisis. It was
proposed by NASA Administrator
Richard H. Truly in 1991 as a means
for developing a coordinated NASA-
industry effort to help deal with this
concern, with a special focus on address-
ing the national education goals. The
first step was establishment of a Work-
ing Group made up of representatives
from NASA and 26 of its major con-
tractors.
As an initial task, Working Group
members decided to take stock of their
own education programs and assess the
extent to which these programs are
consistent with and supportive of the
national goals. Their long-term objec-
tive is to seek ways in which NASA and
its contractors can build on an already
existing education base to help expand
and enhance their support of the
nation's education reform efforts. In
this way, they can satisfy both their own
interests and their shared vision for
American education.
Conclusions
The findings from the initial
inventory of education programs show
that support for NIEI appears to be
strong among the organizations sur-
veyed. In addition, the range, depth and
historical baselines of NIEI education
programs are encouraging. It is also
apparent that there is a significant level
of cooperation between NIEI members
and other organizations in developing
and conducting these programs, and
that there is a fairly high incidence of
NIEI employee involvement in program
operations.
Heavily focused towards science,
engineering, mathematics and technol-
ogy achievement, NIEI activities appear
to be aligned with the national educa-
tion goals. They also are consonant with
other federal education priorities and
objectives.
At the same time, the NIEI
findings reveal some areas for improve-
ment.
First, the majority of programs are
targeted fairly late in the education cycle
(i.e., at the Junior High, High School
and Undergraduate levels). NIEI
programs may, therefore, be under-
emphasizing the formative years (i.e.,
pre-Kindergarten through Elementary
School), where education programs may
have the broadest impact.
Second, the number of initiatives
geared towards adult literacy and adult
skills-enhancement appears to be
relatively low. This finding may be
somewhat mitigated by in-house skill-
and career-development programs,
which are not reflected in the reports;
however, the shortfall is significant in
light of the importance now being
placed on the need for continuing
education and lifelong learning.
Third, the majority of NIEl
activities involve traditional education-
assistance programs, but the number of
critical assessment and systemic reform
initiatives is low. Thus, in the aggregate,
NIEI programs may not be fully aligned
with the growing consensus for systemic
change (as differentiated from simple
reform) in the national education
delivery system.
In light of these findings, the
Working Group makes the recommen-
dations that follow.
ROCOHIHIOndntioRs
RECOMMENDATION ONE
calls for continuing NIEI Working
Group operations for an indefinite
period, with participation open to other
like-minded private-sector organizations.
RECOMMENDATION TWO
suggests that this report be periodically
updated to allow sustained assessment
of the level and direction of NIEI
education programs. It is also recom-
mended that the heads of Working
Group organizations ensure mainte-
nance of up-to-date program informa-
tion in support of future group activi-
ties, and participate in an annual review
and planning session addressing con-
tinuing NIEI operations.
RECOMMENDATION THREE
requests Working Group participants
and other members of the nation's
business community to conduct an
analysis of ongoing education programs
to determine how they might be better
focused on accomplishing the national
education goals and other designated
education objectives.
RECOMMENDATION FOUR
urges American corporations to con-
tinue their support of education and to
evaluate in-house programs periodically
to ensure their alignment with the
national education goals and education
priorities.
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Preface
This report provides an initial
inventory of education activities sup-
ported by members of the NASA-
Industry Education Initiative Working
Group. It is hoped that it will generate a
greater awareness of NASA-industry
education efforts among the general
public, and create a climate for greater
sharing of operational information and
a more coordinated and integrated
approach to planning education activi-
ties among NIEI members.
Chapter I describes the NASA-
Industry Education Initiative, its first
data-collection instrument and the
limitations inherent in the data.
Data analyses are presented in
Chapter I1, where they are classified
according to six categories, as follows:
• General Program Data (Section B).
Provides information on program start
dates and cumulative levels from 1954
to the present, as well as data on the
range of program durations.
• Program Category/Skill Target Data
(Section C). Provides an analysis of
NIEI education initiatives by category
and skill target. Program categories
identify the general nature of the
program and define the type of activities
each category is designed to support.
Skill targets identify the specific subject
or skill area the program is intended to
enhance (e.g., science, mathematics,
engineering, technology).
• Program Recipient Data (Section D).
Includes information on the reported
number of program recipients, as well as
the education level and geographic
scope of NIEI programs. Data on
programs directed towards special
groups (e.g., minorities, females, people
with disabilities) are also provided.
• Program Financial Support Data
(Section E). Presents data on the level
of NIEI program expenditures for 1990
and 1991 (actual and estimated), and
identifies the number of programs in
various expenditure ranges. It also
provides a distribution of programs
according to various types of support
(financial, in-kind services, employee
involvement, equipment), and addresses
the level of employee participation.
• Cooperative Programs Analysis
(Section F). Provides information on
the number of NIEI cooperative efforts,
and a breakdown of the types of
cooperative participants.
• National Goals Assessment (Section
G). Identifies the number of NIEI
programs indicating support for each of
the six national education goals.
Chapter III presents the prelimi-
nary conclusions and recommendations
of the Working Group.
Appendix 1 is a historical perspec-
tive on the nature of the education crisis
and the federal government response to
the crisis. In addition to setting out The
National Education Goals in somewhat
greater detail, this appendix also
discusses two Administration approaches
to moving the nation towards accom-
plishing these goals: AMERICA 2000,
which establishes the overall Adminis-
tration strategy, and By the Year 2000."
First in the World, which establishes a
priority framework for developing and
implementing federal government
education programs in science, engi-
neering and technology.
Appendix 2 provides detailed
information on the NIEI data collection
process. In Appendix 3, NIEI activities
are compared with the implementation
guidelines in AMERICA 2000 and By
the Year 2000. Representatives to the
NIEI Working Group and Task Group
appear in Appendix 4.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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I. TheNASA-IndustryEducationI itiative
Backiiread
Since publication of A Nation at
Risk: The Imperative for Educational
Reform by the Secretary of Education in
1983, public and private organizations
alike have engaged in extensive self-
analysis and reflection in response to
deepening concerns regarding our
nation's fundamental education infra-
structure.
As the debate intensified over the
past decade, calls for education "reform"
quickly turned to demands for "revolu-
tion," with most critics agreeing that the
magnitude of the crisis will likely
demand radical and systemic change.
In 1989, President Bush and the
nation's Governors promulgated The
National Education Goals as a founda-
tion for sustaining the long-term
competitive posture of our nation. In
1991, two additional Administration
reports were published (By the Year
2000." First in the World and AMERICA
2000), which defined the Adminis-
tration's priorities and strategies for
addressing our country's education
problems. Together, the three docu-
ments advocate the following concepts,
which have come to be recognized as
critical to the national education
improvement effort.
• Progressive and systemic change
Initiatives
• Broad-based areas of reform (i.e.,
infancy through adult lifelong learning)
• Balance between elementary and
postsecondary emphases
Addressing
The National Education Goals
• Science, mathematics, engineering and
technology focus
• Enhanced student andteacher prepa-
ration and performance
• Total national commitment and
participation (i.e., all citizens)
NASA Administrator Richard H.
Truly proposed the NASA-Industry
Education Initiative (NIEI) in February
1991, in an effort to develop a coordi-
nated NASA-industry response to the
national education crisis, enhance
NASA and industry support for the
national education goals, and provide a
foundation for continued cooperative
efforts in support of national, regional
and local education objectives.
Readiness
for School
Science and
Mathematics
High School
Completion
Student
Achievement
and Citizenship
J Adult Literacy ]
and Lifelong
Learning
t
The NASA-
Industry
Education
Initiative
Safe, Disciplined
and Drug-Free
Schools
I
By the
* Aerojet
Allied-Signal
BAMSI
Boeing
Computer Sciences
Cray Research
EG&G Florida
Fairchild Space
General Electric
*Grumman
Honeywell
Hughes Aircraft
*IBM
Johnson Controls
Lockheed
Loral
Martin Marietta
McDonnell Douglas
NSI Technology
Orbital Sciences
* Rockwell International
Teledyne Brown
* Thiokol
* TRW
Unisys
United Technologies
* Task Group member
Orlnlzatlen
Industry reaction to the concept
was favorable, and the NIEI Working
Group was subsequently established
with initial objectives of(l) conducting
an inventory of education programs of
NASA and NIEI participants; and (2)
evaluating the extent of support these
programs provide for the national
education goals. For the longer term,
the Working Group defined the NASA-
Industry Education Initiative as a
voluntary cooperative effort involving
NASA and a group of its major private-
sector contractors, with the objective of
focusing their collective support of
American education on accomplishing
the national education goals by the year
2000. With this foundation, the NIEI
is well positioned to capitalize on shared
information and intellectual resources in
helping resolve our nation's education
problems.
In formalizing the NIEI approach,
day-to-day management of Working
Group activities was assumed by the
NASA National Service Office (Code
IN), with the Associate Administrator,
Office of Policy Coordination and
International Relations (Code I),
providing overall policy direction.
Similarly, the Education Division (Code
FE) provides expert advice and assis-
tance, with the Associate Administrator
for Human Resources and Education
(Code F) overseeing this effort. Private-
sector participation was initially made
up of 30 of NASA's major contractors,
whose chief executives have customarily
been invited by the NASA Administra-
tor to an annual meeting to review the
agency's activities. Of the 30 NIEI
members, 26 responded to the request
for program data, which provided the
documentation for this report. Six
participants also volunteered to serve on
the NIEI Task Group, which assumed
the responsibility to plan and prepare thi
initial NIEI Education Programs Report.
The corporate participants in the NIEI a
listed in the table above; an asterisk
indicates membership on the Task Grou
TheNIEIEducatlenPregrainsRepert
Purpose
The purpose of this report is to
provide a preliminary inventory of NI
education programs and to assess the
level of program support for the na-
tional education goals. As such, it is
expected to establish a baseline for
refining current and planned member
activities for maximum alignment wit}
the federal education strategies and
objectives. This document is also
intended to facilitate enhanced data
exchange, program coordination and
reform activity among NASA, the NIE]
Working Group and industry as a whol,
Approach
Thisreportisdrawndirectlyfrom
educationprogramsummariescompiled
bytheWorkingGroupmembers.
DuringtheinitialNIEI meetingsthe
natureof desiredprogramdatawas
defined,andanautomatedquestion-
nairewasdevelopedtocapturevarious
typesof descriptiveinformation.A
depictionofthegeneraltypesofdata
requestedisprovidedbelow.
Limitations
Thisdocumentcontainsvarious
caveatsessentialto informed data
interpretation. In most cases, these
limitations are presented in the notes
accompanying the figures in Chapter II.
However, there are also a number of
overall report limitations, as described
below.
• During collection of program infor-
mation, a number of inconsistencies
were identified in both the data collec-
tion vehicle (the program questionnaire)
and the precision of data entry by NIEI
participants. This report must therefore
be recognized as preliminary, pending
refinement of the data collection process
to be reported in subsequent versions of
this report. It should also be noted that
all information received on program
questionnaires was accepted "as is," and
no attempt was made to verify or edit
member responses.
• The term "program" is used through-
out this report to identify distinct
education activities supported by NIEI
members. However, this is not in-
tended to suggest that each program
documented herein constitutes a
discretely defined enterprise; rather, in
some cases, an individual program entry
was used as an umbrella for a range of
related initiatives. At the same time, it
should be noted that some program
entries may reflect one-time grants or
donations (both large and small), or
other relatively minor, intermittent or
nonrecurring endeavors.
• Program data are depicted in the
aggregate, without NASA or company
attribution. This limitation was agreed
on in an attempt to avoid company-to-
company comparisons and maximize
the potential for objective scrutiny of
the collected information.
• This report is intended to document
only those education programs not
specifically geared toward company
employees; it therefore does not reflect
internal career development programs
and organizationally provided, job-
specific training. It should nonetheless
be recognized that many participating
companies have extensive in-house
training and employee development
programs, including tuition reimburse-
ment initiatives. In this respect, the
figures in this document understate the
total level of education support pro-
vided by Working Group members.
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II. NIEIProgramData
A, Overview
NIEI participants are supporting a
broad range of education programs
encompassing all grade levels (as well as
adults) and targeting a variety of special
groups, including minorities, females
and people with disabilities. Although
the initial survey was limited to NASA
and 26 of its major contractors, the
preliminary results are impressive: 581
education programs were reported, with
financial contributions averaging
approximately $100.8 million per year.
The levels of employee participation
and program recipients are equally
encouraging: more than 92,000
employees were identified as contribut-
ing various amounts of time and effort
towards education programs, and nearly
five million individuals were reported as
directly benefitting from NIEI activities.
Number of Level of Number of Number of
Programs Financial Program Employees
Supported Support Recipients Involved
581 $100.8M 4,848,860 92,331
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B. GeneralProlram Data
NIEI members are currently
providing support for 581 education
programs. Program start dates span the
period from 1954 to 1991 (figure B-I);
aggregate program totals for this period
are presented in figure B-2. Analysis of
individual start dates indicates an
average program life of 5.2 years.
Figure B-3 identifies the number of
programs and their duration.
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63 (19%)
Duration of NIEI Progams
42 (13%) 47 (14%) • Less than 1 Year
_ 1 to 3 Years
_-_ 3 to 5 Years
• 5 to 10 Years
10 Years
45 (14%)
131 (40%)
Figure B-3
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• In some cases individual program data sheets were used Io summarize a
range cII related activities. However, in generating statistics for this reporl
each data sheel was counted as a single program The total program figure
($81) therefore understates the a,ttJat number of distinct NIEI education
activities.
• Only 328 program desx-riptions (56%) included start dates. Figures B- I
Ihrough B 3 reflect {rely those programs where such data were provided.
C. Program CatepPy/Dkill Target Data
In the majority of cases, NIEI
respondents highlighted multiple
program categories and skill targets For
individual education programs. Even
so, with respect to program categories
some significant trends are visible in
figure C-1. The majority of programs
(66%) were at least partly characterized
as Student Incentives. Teacher/Faculty
Preparation and Enhancement and
Curriculum Development follow with
36% and 30%, respectively. The
remaining "Student" categories, Pro-
gram Evaluation and Assessment and
Organizational and Systemic Reform,
NIEI Programs by Category
Category
StudentIncen_ces
Teacher/Faculty
Prep.& Enhancement
CurriculumDevelopment (30%) j 172
I
Other (18%) J103
Program (17%) JNEvaluation/Assessment
i
m
Organizational/Systemic (14%)1.1Reform
SkillsEnhancement_(3%NBasicLiteracy ) 17
0 50 100 150 200 250 300
Figure C-1
(66%) j 382
350 400
Programs
are supported by 17% and 14% of NIEI
activities. At the far end of the spec-
trum, the percentage of "Adult" pro-
grams--Skills Enhancement (6%) and
Basic Literacy (3%)--suggests even less
emphasis in these areas. In figures C-2
through C-4, the number of programs
supporting each "Student" category is
displayed by general education level
(i.e., K- 12, Undergraduate and Gradu-
ate). Program category descriptions are
summarized in the table below.
NOTE
• In figure C-I, each percentage is based upon ihe number of total NIEI
programs (581). The sum of the percenlages therefore txceeds 100% since
many program descriptions highlighted numerous categories. Similarly.
the number of programs reflects multiple couming where such cross-
applicalions wt'rc identified.
Student Categories Adult Categories
Student
Incentives
Programsthat
providedirect
studentfinancial
assistance,
including
scholarsi_ips,
assistantships,
fellowships.
Teacher/Faculty
Preparation and
Enhancement
Pre-service activities
that increase
preparation for
science,engineering
and technology
instruction;
or in-service
programs that
strengthen and
motivate teacher
performance.
Curriculum
Development
Programs that
support
development
and useof new
curricula,
materials
or educational
technologies,
or support
laboratory
and facilities
improvement.
Program
Evaluation and
Assessment
Activities that
involve program
evaluation, student
assessment,
data collection
and research
on the learning
process.
Organizational
and Systemic
Reform
Programs that
are designed to
make systemic
changesin the
educationaldelivery
systemand
increasethe
numberand
quality of students
studyingscience
and engineering.
Skills
Enhancement
Activitiesdesigned
to developnew
skillsandbuild
on the present
knowledgeof
individoats.
Basic
Literacy
Programs
designed to
enhancethe
rudimentary
knowledge of
indMduats.
Student Incentives
Teacher/Faculty
Prep. & Enhancement
Curriculum Development
Program
Evaluation/Assessment
Organizational/Systemic
Reform
Other
NIEI K-12 Programs
Category
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Programs
NOTE
• In figures C-2 through C 4, the bar Iotals reflect multiple counting
when more than one category was checked for each program.
In analyzing program skill targets
(figure C-5), it is clear that the majority
of target areas are fairly well repre-
sented. Approximately one-third of the
programs also identified emphasis in
"Other" skill areas, which are further
described in figure C-6.
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Math
279
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185
(32%)
Technology
114
Basic
Communication
Skills
Skill Target
"Other" Skill Targets of NIEI Programs
NOTES
• In figure C-5, each percentage is based upon the number of total N1E1
programs (581 ). ]'he sum of the percentages therefore exceeds 100% since
many program descriptions highlighted numerous skill areas. Similarly. the
number of programs reflects multiple counting where such cross-
applications were identified.
• In both figures C'- 1 and C-5, an attempt was made to subcategorize
entries in the "Other" blocks. In the first cause, the diversity and nature of
"Other" program category, inputs defied such an analysis; however tilt
program skill targets, a breakdown of this block was accomplished (figure
C-6). The general skill targets identified in this figure were not necessarily
reported as such by company resp<lndents. Rather, NASA conducted a
manual review of all "Other" skill entries, defined common or generic
target areas, and listed individ.ai programs under those skill areas as
appropriate
11 (6%)
14 (7%)
14 (7%)
17 (9%)
20 (11%)
5 (3%)
25 (13%)
47 (25%)
35 (19%)
Figure C-6
_ GeneralEducalion
_ Business/Economics
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_ ComputerSkills
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D. PPogPamRecipientData
Although the reported number of
NIEI program recipients is/4,848,860,
in many cases zeroes were entered in the
"Number of Recipients" field on the
program questionnaire. This was
apparently due to the difficulty some
respondents encountered in accurately
estimating the impact of their education
activities. Therefore, the total recipients
figure reflects input from only 219
(38%) of NIEI programs. It is safe to
assume this figure understates the true
number of Americans benefitting from
NIEI initiatives; however, additional
information in this area is not provided
due to the lack of more comprehensive
data.
The distribution of programs by
education level (figure D-l) suggests
that the majority (57%) of activities are
at least partially focused at the High
School level, followed by Junior High/
Middle School, Undergraduate, El-
ementary, Graduate and, finally, Adult
education. The distribution is pre-
sented in a slightly different manner in
figure D-2, which shows education
levels by K-12, Postsecondary, and
Adult categories, with some activities
falling into more than one level. Figure
D-3 identifies the number of programs
with only one education level focus, as
well as the remaining programs with
multiple education level targets (mix) or
no level identified.
Programs
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Education Level
NOTES
• In tlgures D- 1 and D-2, each percentage is based upon the total number
of NIEI programs (SSI)"l'fie sum oflbe percentages thcref.re exceeds
100% since many program descriptions highlighted multiple education
levds, gimilarb.', the number ./programs reflet(s multiple couming where
such _msx-appli_alions were idemified II should also be noted that |fie total
number of' programs will be difl;t'rent in each figure I'his is because figure
13 I counl_ a pnwam once N_r K 12, P<uese_onda o' and Adult levels;
conversely figure D-2 only cotlllt_ a program once at each of Ih¢ ihree levels,
irrespet rive q)f the number ot spe_ ifi¢ K-12. Postsec_mdar_' or Adult
applk'a,mn_
• in figure', i)-[ through D-3, Ihe "Aduh" education level indicales
programs geared t_)wards adu]l literacy and _ki[k, enhancement.
• In figure l) _, progtams arc single _mmted hy specific vdmal_.n level i_r
_,,mfiinalicm thereofl The sum of programs al each level (including tht)se
wilh no level identified} thcrefi_re equals Ihc total program |igme (SSll
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Figure D-2
45
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Adult
Education Level
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(4%)
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Figure D-3
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Adult
secondary
In keeping with the widely
recognized need to increase the educa-
tional achievement of groups tradition-
ally underrepresented in science and
engineering, approximately 32% of
NIEI programs are at least partly geared
towards bringing and keeping minori-
ties, females or people with disabilities
into the educational pipeline serving
these professions. Some of these
programs target more than one group,
and figure D-4 identifies the number
and percentage of such programs. Of
those programs geared specifically
towards underrepresented groups, the
majority are directed solely towards
either minorities or some combination
of the three groups (figure D-5).
Finally, figure D-6 provides a break-
down of program support within the
minority category. It should be noted
that other NIEI programs may be
targeted towards groups not listed (e.g.,
gifted and talented students). The
information in this section therefore
provides only a partial view of the range oJ
specially designated program recipients.
Programs
200-
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50-
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56
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People with
Disabilities
Figure D-4
NIEI Programs Geared Towards Special Groups
55 71
I (38*/,)(9%)
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Females
Recipient Target
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Figure D-5
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NOTES
• With respect to activities _arge_ed iowards minorities, _males or people
with disabilities, it should be noted that this designation does not
necessarily indicate the program applies exclusively to the slated recipient
category. In some cases, programs were identified which were only
partially directed towards special group_.; however, the.$e will appear as
single entries in figures D-4 through Dr6.
• In figures i)-4 and D-6, each percentage is ba.sed on the total number of
programs (581) In addition, the number of peograms reflects multiple
counting in cases where more than one group was highlighted. In figure
I.)-% programs are single counted by individual or multiple (mix) group
application, and therefore add up to the total number of special group
activities (| 87_.
Programs
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NIEI Programs Geared Towards Specific Minorities
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14
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Black Hispanic American Asian/Pacific Other
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Figure I) 6 Minority Group
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Geographic Scope of NIEI Programs
Programs
300 -
250 -
202
200- (35%)
150
100
50
0 City
130
(22%)
Region
261
(45%)
State
103
(18%)
National
As shown in figure D-7, NIEI
education programs are state, city,
regional and national in scope (in that
order). In figure D-8, the number of
programs specifically targeted towards
individual states are identified.
Figure D-7
NIEI Programs by State
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Figure D-8
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• ()n]y 40 {) pr(_gram de_ripti{_nls tT{)<++i+)idcM illcd gc{)gral_hi_ sc{)p¢;
fi_urc D 7 _hrr_f(_rc rcf]c_I_ only, IhL_c acli_ille_ whcr_ +_LnLh in_rmali_)n
wa_ pr_.vidcd II _h{_ul_i ,i]_ hc rl_lc_l Iha[ prt_gr,lm_ _ic_ignat_ _ "L,ty,"
"_tat_" or "rc_,i_[I,_r" d_, [1,_ nccc_aril'+ r have _[_]_+r_)nc gel)gr,lphi_
under a_ individual _(_graphi_ I_rgct Chit3
(+.8l), and th_r_f_r_ add t_p I_ nl(_rc th._n I[)()_ _inc_ _rarmu_ d_cri}_i_)_
hi_;hllgh[_d muhipl,: g_,)graphi_ targe_ arc_ In addi[ior_, th_ nL.r_lbcr _)_
prl_gram_ rcflcct_ ii_ultipL_ _,t_ll_illg i_ ca+,e_whcrc m_rc {lla_l ,_clc _r_t_
wa_. highlighted.
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E. ProgramFinancial/SupportData
The level of program expenditures
(figure E-I) reflects the extent of
combined NASA-industry support for
American education. In requesting
program financial data, the NIEI
questionnaire allowed for either esti-
mated or actual dollar values during
1991, the first year of NIEI's life, and
the year immediately preceding, in
NIEI Program Expenditures
1990-1991
$98.0M
(1991 )
$103.6M
(I 990)
Total: $201.6M
Figure E-1
recognition of the potential difficulty in
obtaining precise information and the
sensitivity of such data. Figure E-2
provides a breakdown of actual versus
estimated expenditures over the two-
year period. In evaluating the range of
expenditures (figure E-31, it should be
emphasized that the expenditure levels
generally reflect only actual financial
contributions, and not the value of
Actual vs Estimated
NIEI Program Expenditures
1990-1991
Actual
$145.8M
(72%)
p
Figure E-2
other types of program support. Fi-
nally, figure E-4 provides a distribution
of the primary types of program assis-
tance. The majority of activities are
supported at least partially with finan-
cial contributions, with employee
involvement, in-kind services and
equipment following in that order.
Analysis of employee participation
levels may provide an alternative
indication of the strength of program
support. Over 92,000 government and
industry personnel were reported as
participating in NIEI-sponsored
activities; however, this number reflects
input from only those programs with an
entry in the employee involvement field
(207, or 36%). Although it is safe to
assume this number understates the true
level of employee participation, addi-
tional information in this area is not
provided due to the lack of more
comprehensive data.
Programs
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
$0 to
1K
Range of NIEI Program
Expenditures
1990-1991
$1K $5K $20K $50K $100K+
to 5K to 20K to 50K to 100K
Level ofFJ(pendlture
Figure E-3
Nature of NIEI Program Support
Programs
500 453
(78% ',4OO
300
2OO
100
0
Financial
296
m
151%)
94
61
EmployeeIn-Kind Equipment
InvolvementSen,ices
Type of Support
Figure E-4
N()I'ES
• Fmandal dala for 19911 and 1991 are based on individual corpurate
fiscal },ears.
• The Iotat vafiie ,)f program expenditures (figure t 11 may I,e
understaled fi)r a number of reasons. First, ill mint cases funding
estimates fi_r all types of nonfinancial inv.lvemeul {i.e. in kind services,
equipmenl, employee _lunteersl were not provided {only 26 programs
included specific funding projections in the,e areas). The a._s(__iated
undervaluation of corporate contributions is therefi,re probably rather
significant, especially considering the potenfia[ value of equipment
donatiuns and employee volunteer hours expended. Second, during the
data _ollection proce,,s i( was relmrtcd that many ,(_mpanies had difficulty
accurately esrimaling education program outlays, Ihis fact may also have
contribuled to reducing Ihe total expenditures figure I+,>some degree;
specifically, approximately 5.5% of programs with financial _upporl
indicated had zero in the funding field.
• Figures E 1 and E-2 reflect only those programs which hase positive
entries in the funding field (385 programs in 1991_ and 4(13 m 1991). In
figure E-3, programs with $0,00 in the funding bl.ck are included in the
$0 to $1K range.
• Figures E-I and E-3 reflect both actual and t'stinlated expenditures
• Figure E-2 includes both 1990 and 1991 dollars
• In figure E 4, each percenlage is based upon the total number of NIEi
programs 1581), The surll _d the percentages therch_re exceeds 100% since
many program dest.riptiims highlighted multiple t?pcs of support.
Similarly, the number (if programs refiel.ts multipk" ctmnling where such
cms_-appfications were identified.
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F. Cooperative Programs Analysis
Many NIEI members sponsor
education programs in concert with
other organizations in an attempt to
maximize human and financial re-
sources and generate the synergy
associated with coordinated efforts.
This is clearly reflected in the program
statistics; almost half of the activities
documented in this report are coopera-
tive ventures (figure F-I). In addition, a
review of individual program descriptions
indicates that the majority of these involve
multiple partners. Even with significant
variances in the level of&tail used to
identify cooperative members--in many
cases participants were either omitted
altogether or were incorporated under
summary headings such as "various
other companies"--over 350 coopera-
tive participants were identified. The
breakdown of participants (figure F-2)
suggests that most are businesses or
educational institutions.
Number of NIEI Cooperative Programs
265 (46%)
_ CooperativePrograms
_ All OtherPrograms
L
316 (54%)
Figure F-1
Participants in NIEI Cooperative Programs
10%
16%
35% i Businesses
B Schools/Universities
__'_1 Federal/LocalGovernments
B Non-ProfitGroups/Associations
39%
Figure F-2
NOIF
• Ihc cm>pcrauvc participanls hrcakth+_n m figurc F-2 _r_ rl_ drawn
dirccdv f]+om NIE[ questmnnairc iilpuls Rather, NASA tondutlcd a
manual review .I c<)opcrativc mClllher elltries and piaccd them _ithm ihc
dr'sign,ned _atrg_rir_ as appmptia_t"
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G. AssessmentAgainsthe NationalGoals
One of the primary objectives of
the NIEI program inventory was to
assess the extent of support NIEI
programs are currently providing
towards accomplishing the national
education goals established by President
Bush and the nation's Governors. As
such, questionnaires asked respondents
to identify all of the goals they felt wert
directly served by each of their educa-
tion activities. The result of this
assessment, figure G-1, provides a
preliminary baseline for measuring
current NIEI activities against the
national education goals.
NIEI Programs Supporting National Goals
437
(64%)]
(49%)
Figure G-1
NO'I'FS
• In figure G-I, each |_:rcentage is based upon the total number of NIEl
programs (sg I ). The sum of the percentages therefore exceeds 100% since
many program descriptions identified support for multiple national goals,
Similarly, the number uf programs reflects multiple counting where such
cross-applications were identified.
• The level of support for goals 1 and 6 may be underslated. In some cases
NIEI members neglected to report social and cultural initiatives
(including community service and drug awareness efforts) which they did
not consider to be education programs per se.
Readinessfor School
J J
The National Education Goals
2
High School
Completion
3
Student
Achievement
and Citizenship
4 5 6
Mathematics and Lifelong |/ and Drug-Free
Learning I[ Schools
] i
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III. PreliminaryConclusionsandRecommendations
The extent of corporate participa-
tion and input to this report suggests
that support for the NASA-Industry
Education Initiative is strong. The
NIEI Working Group is generally
recognized as providing a unique forum
for enhancing government-industry
cooperation, raising interest and
activism in the education arena and
aligning education programs with
commonly shared objectives. However,
in light of the incomplete nature of
selected program information, the
following conclusions and recommen-
dations are preliminary.
Conclusions
a. The NIEI programs docu-
mented in this report span all education
levels, program categories and skill
targets, and thus reflect an extensive
range and depth of education activity.
b. With some NIEI programs
ranging as far back as 1954, it is clear
that in many cases there exists a fairly
long-standing institutional foundation
upon which future education activities
may be based.
c. The level of NIEI support for
national and regional programs is
encouraging, especially when we take
into account the challenges inherent in
administering national activities, and
the difficulties in quantifying (as well as
reaping) benefits from programs outside
local areas.
d. The percentage of NIEI
cooperative education efforts is fairly
significant, and the range of cooperative
participants indicates an extensive
education support base beyond the 27
NIEI participants.
e. The percentage of NIEI
programs indicating employee involve-
ment--51%--suggests a substantial
amount ofgrassroots participation in
local, regional and national education
activities.
f. The aggregate number of NIEI
programs has shown a steady increase
over the past decades, and the annual
level of program inceptions seems to
indicate a positive correlation with
establishment of the national education
goals. There was a marked spike in
program initiations in 1989, the year
the national goals were promulgated,
and program inceptions continue at an
accelerated rate in comparison with the
period before the national goals were set.
g. The distribution of NIEl
program skill targets shows a consis-
tently hea W emphasis in science,
mathematics, engineering and technol-
ogy. There is also relatively strong
support for basic communications skills
and "other" target areas, including
general education, business/economics,
personal skills and vocational/technical
training.
h. NIEI programs appear to be
fairly well aligned with the national
education goals, with the exception of
goals 1 ("Readiness for School") and 6
("Safe, Disciplined and Drug-Free
Schools"). However, in some cases
social and cultural support activities
(including community service and drug
awareness), which were not considered
education programs by NIEI members,
were not included in the report statis-
tics. This fact may have contributed to
an understatement in the level of
support identified for these two goals.
i. NIEI activities also appear to
provide a baseline for pursuit of other
federal education strategies and objec-
tives, including those contained in By
the Year 2000: First in the WorM and
AMERICA 2000.
j. The majority of NIEl education
programs appear to be focused at the
Junior High/Middle School, High
School and Undergraduate education
levels.
k. The number of NIEl programs
geared towards Basic Literacy, Skills
Enhancement and other adult education
categories is significantly lower than the
number of activities supporting K- 12
and Postsecondary levels. This discrep-
ancy may be somewhat offset by
internal corporate skill and career
development programs, which are not
reflected in this report.
1. The majority of NIEl activities
emphasize traditional education-assistance
programs, and the level of support for
systemic reform is relatively low.
Specifically, two of the least-represented
categories (Program Evaluation and
Assessment and Organizational and
Systemic Reform) are perhaps most in
line with the current emphasis on
critical analysis and fundamental change
in our nation's education system.
RncoiHnlnHdations
ONE: It is recommended that
NIEI participants continue to support
Working Group activities in order to
maximize government-industry coordi-
nation and synergy in pursuit of mutual
education objectives. The Working
Group should also expand its liaison
with businesses, schools and universi-
ties, professional and civic groups, and
other appropriate organizations to
increase cooperative educational
assistance efforts and total resources
directed towards national education
reform.
TWO: It is recommended that
this report be periodically updated to
allow continued evaluation of the level
and direction of NIEI education
programs, with the first iteration
scheduled within one year after publica-
tion of this document. It is also recom-
mended that the heads of Working
Group corporations ensure maintenance
of comprehensive in-house education
program data to support future Work-
ing Group initiatives, and participate in
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an annual review of current and
planned NIEI activities.
THREE: It is recommended that
NIEI Working Group participants and
members of the nation's business
community conduct a critical analysis of
current and planned education pro-
grams in light of the federal education
guidelines, private-sector requirements,
and the information detailed in this
report. In addition, it is recommended
that both government and private
organizations consider taking the
following steps:
• Further aligning education programs
with current federal education strategies
and goals.
• Devoting greater attention and
resources to the development of pro-
grams targeting Teacher Preparation/
Enhancement, Organizational and
Systemic Reform and Curriculum
Development.
• Continuing support in traditional
program categories, particularly
precollege Teacher Enhancement, while
expanding activities geared towards
critical evaluation, analysis and support
of fundamental reform of our nation's
education system.
• Increasing the number of programs
supporting adult literacy and lifelong
learning, as required, to reflect the
enhanced attention and priority ac-
corded to continuing education efforts.
• Increasing participation of those
population groups that are traditionally
underrepresented in math, science,
engineering and technology.
FOUR: Finally, it is recom-
mended that the nation's businesses
continue to provide support for educa-
tion activities, and conduct periodic
assessments of in-house program
characteristics and emphases to ensure
alignment with the national education
goals and other federal strategies and
priorities.
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Appendix1, TheNationalEducationCrisis:
BackgroundandFederalResponse
The Nature of the EducationCrisis:
Hlsterical Perspective
The National Commission on
Excellence in Education, established in
August 1981, was tasked by the Secre-
tary of Education to examine the quality
of education in the United States and
report its findings to the nation. The
resulting study, A Nation At Risk: The
Imperative for Educational Reform
(1983), was the catalyst for intensive
introspection and analysis on a local,
regional and national level regarding the
beleaguered state of educational achieve-
ment in this country. A fundamental
premise of the report is that our educa-
tional foundation is being eroded by a
"rising tide of mediocrity" threatening
the nation and the people. The magni-
tude and scope of the crisis were
supported by a number of sobering
facts, many of which remain largely
unchanged to this day: American
student achievement falls well short of
international student achievements in
many subject areas; millions of Ameri-
can adults are functionally illiterate;
average scores on standardized tests and
college board exams have steadily
declined over the past 25 years or so;
and millions of dollars are spent by
business and the military for remedial
education and training programs.
A Nation at Risk goes on to project
dire ramifications from the U.S.
education crisis, particularly in light of
the burgeoning technological sophistica-
tion of the workplace and the intensi-
fied demands of the global market.
Specifically, the report emphasizes our
steadily eroding foothold among
"determined, well-educated, and
strongly motivated competitors," and
states that enhanced education for all of
our workers is fundamental to main-
taining our position in the dawning era
of information and technology. It is
not just our nation's industrial and
commercial position that is at stake,
suggests the report, but also the intellec-
tual, moral and spiritual fiber of our
citizens and the foundations of our
democratic society. At the heart of A
Nation at Risk are specific findings and
recommendations regarding current
educational content, expectations, time
requirements, teaching, and leadership
and fiscal support; a summary of the
more salient points in each category is
provided below.
"--_ Findings __ Recommendations
_"""_'-. 7 Seconda_ school curricula have been homogenizedl Increase graduation requirements to encompass "The New Basics": 4 years English,
<e. "_-_ | diluted and diffused with too many credits taken i 3 years Math, 3 years Science, 3 years Social Studies 1/2 year Computer Sc ence
i ,,l'_#_ -_ | outside essential subject areas, and 2 years Foreign Language (for college bound). Enhance curricula in other areas
t_ 7'@_o.. ... ] to support personal, educational and occupational goals as appropriate.
_ -'4l' -- Institutional requirements for the volume, diversity Adapt more rigorous requirements/standards for student admission and
and difficulty of student course work have declined, performance at all educational levels.
and standards for supporting and measuring student
progress have been downgraded.
The amount of time spent in the classroom and i Increase time spent both in the classroom and studying, with significantly
studying is relatively limited, and is often more emphasis on the New Basics,
used ineffectively, t
There is a shortage of both current and prospective i Establish higher educational standards for teachers; offer greater incentives to
teachers in many subject areas, and programs support- i enter the field; improve salaries and professional conditions; and ensure more
ing teacher preparation and professional enhancement / intensive oversight and evaluation of teacher performance and career paths.
need to be vastly improved, i
Ensure that the general public, parents, educators, school and public officials, and
i the federal government provide requisite levels of support, financial resources and/or
i leadership in their respective areas to bring about recommended education reforms.
A Nation at Risk
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Hailed as a landmark document,
A Nation at Risk ushered in a vibrant
period of education analyses, critiques,
and reform proposals that continues to
this day. As the level of interest and
commitment to resolving the crisis
increased, the scope of the dialogue
expanded to address essential counter-
parts to pure education reforms,
including family support systems, health
and social services and other basic
human resource programs for both the
young and old. The subsequent
maturation of the debate spawned by A
Nation at Risk has left us with a much
broader perspective on the true nature
of the dilemma. The United States
education crisis is no longer viewed as a
matter for schools alone, but is per-
ceived to range from prenatal care and
early childhood development issues all
the way to general literacy, workforce
training, and lifelong adult learning.
The Critical Issues
Critical indicators of the educa-
tion crisis are apparent not only in
student/teacher preparation and perfor-
mance statistics and American literacy
levels, but also in overall educational
and demographic trends. The following
factors are widely recognized as being
primary contributors to the deterioration
of the United States educational posture.
• Student achievement: A wealth of
studies and reports have documented
the decline in U.S. student performance
compared to other industrialized
nations. At the same time, internal
indicators of student prowess (e.g., SAT
and College Board Achievement Test
scores) have shown marked decreases in
recent years. In both of these cases the
declines are not limited to math and
science, but are visible in a distressing
range of subject areas.
• Teacher availability, preparation and
performance: It is anticipated that
significant numbers of new teachers will
be needed by the year 2000; however,
the number of recruits is falling,
departures from the profession are rising
and associated shortages (especially in
mathematics and science) are expected
to be severe. Problems with teacher
preparation and performance have also
received increased attention. Some
studies have suggested that an alarming
percentage of teachers are not ad-
equately prepared to instruct in
selected subject areas, most notably
math and science. This problem is
exacerbated by the large number of
teachers required to teach outside their
fields or forced to use inadequate
instructional materials. Finally, the
overall quality of many teaching
candidates has been called into question
as some studies show that many new
teachers are drawn from the bottom
quarter of their graduating class.
• Educational field/degree selection: A
classic supply and demand crisis is
threatening the U.S. science and
engineering workforce. The World War
II generation of science/engineering
graduates is retiring, just as current and
projected requirements for these types
of workers are reaching record levels. At
the same time, the extent of the pipeline
carrying students interested in or
pursuing science and engineering careers
remains uncertain.
• Minority representation: Minorities,
women, people with disabilities and
foreign nationals are expected to
comprise the vast majority of new
entrants in the nation's workforce by
the year 2000. However, the relative
percentage of technical degrees earned
by these groups is disproportionately
small. As an example, recent statistics
show that only 8% of bachelor's degrees
and 4% of Ph.D.s in science and
engineering are awarded to Blacks and
Hispanics, even though they comprise
approximately 20.2% of the population.
The challenge will be to ensure suffi-
cient minority representation in science
and engineering fields to maintain an
adequate flow of talent through the
education pipeline to meet future
requirements.
• Science literacy: As the workplace
and the world market become increas-
ingly technology-oriented, existing
workers must be conversant with
science, engineering and technology
issues if this nation is to remain com-
petitive both domestically and globally.
However, various studies have shown
science literacy to be at dismally low
levels. Without adequate employee
training and lifelong learning initiatives
in these areas, the competitive posture
of the U.S. workforce will remain in a
state of perpetual decline.
The Federal Respense
to the EdacatlunCrisis
The National Education Goals
President Bush and the state
Governors convened in Charlottesville,
Virginia, in 1989 to formally address
the national education crisis. In the
course of this summit some familiar
sentiments were echoed concerning the
importance of education to the national
welfare: "The President and the nation's
governors agree that a better educated
citizenry is the key to the continued
growth and prosperity of the United
States... as a nation we must have an
educated work force, second to none, in
order to succeed in an increasingly
competitive world economy." How-
ever, the conferees went beyond rhetoric
to establish, for the first time in history,
a set of concise national education goals
intended to sustain the long-term
competitive posture of our country.
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GOAL 1: Readiness for School. By the
year 2000, all children in America will
start school ready to learn.
GOAL 2: High School Completion.
By the year 2000, the high school
graduation rate will increase to at least
90 percent.
GOAL 3: Student Achievement and
Citizenship. By the year 2000, Ameri-
can students wilt leave grades four,
eight, and twelve having demonstrated
competency in challenging subject
matter, including English, mathematics,
science, history and geography; and
every school in America will ensure that
all students learn to use their minds
well, so they may be prepared for
responsible citizenship, further learning
and productive employment in our
modern economy.
GOAL 4: Science and Mathematics.
By the year 2000, U.S. students will be
first in the world in science and math-
ematics achievement.
GOAL 5: Adult Literacy and Lifelong
Learning. By the year 2000, every adult
American will be literate and will
possess the knowledge and skills neces-
sary to compcte in a global economy
and exercise the rights and responsibili-
ties of citizenship.
GOAL 6: Safe, Disciplined and Drug-
Free Schools. By the year 2000, every
school in America will be free of drugs
and violence and will offer a disciplined
environment conducive to learning.
Each of the goals is supported by
specific objectives, which identify more
detailed expectations necessary to ensure
overall goal attainment. Together they
provide the foundation for accelerated
education reform efforts at the federal,
state and local levels.
By the Year 2000: First in the World
In February 1991 the Committee
on Education and Human Resources
(CEHR), convened by Dr. D. Allan
Bromley, Assistant to the President for
Science and Technology, released By the
Year 2000." First in the World. The
CEHR operates under the Federal
Coordinating Council for Science,
Engineering and Technology
(FCCSET), which is an Executive
Branch policy organization located
within thc White House Office of
Science and Technology Policy. The
CEHR was established to coordinate
planning and cxecution of federal
activities to enhance student-workforce
science education and training, and
maintain U.S. leadership in science and
technology fields. Promulgated to
accompany the President's Fiscal Year
1992 budget, By the Year 2000: First in
the World provides an inventory of
federal science, engineering and tech-
nology education initiatives. It also
FCCSETICEHR Program Priority Areas
!
1. Public/Community-Linked
Programs
2. MediaDissemination
3. Programsfor Decision-Makers
4. PublicInformationCampaigns
1. TeacherPrep/Enhancement
2. CurriculumReform
3. OrganizationalndSystemic
Reform
4. StudentSupport,Incentives
andOpportunities
1. CurriculumReform
2. FacultyPrep/Enhancement
3. StudentSupport,Incentives
andOpportunities
4. OrganizationalReform
1. EvaluationandAssessment
2. DisseminationandTechnicalAssistance
3. EducationalTechnologies
1. StudentSupport,Incentives
andOpportunities
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presents the first coordinated inter-
agency budget for this mission; high-
lights ongoing and new education
program elements; lists criteria for
program evaluation; and provides points
of contact in each participating agency.
Perhaps most important, the report
identifies the strategic objectives, budget
planning priorities and implementation
components established by CEHR to
guide application of federal resources in
support of the national education goals.
AMERICA 2000
With the federal commitment and
objectives clearly defined, President
Bush promulgated AMERICA 2000 in
April 1991 as a plan to move every
community in the United States
towards the national education goals.
The document details a four-pronged
strategy for implementing systemic
changes within the schools and work-
place and among the population at large.
• For Today's Students: Better and
More Accountable Schools.
Strategy: Through a 15-point account-
ability package, parents, teachers,
schools and communities will be
encouraged to measure results, compare
results and insist on change when the
results aren't good enough.
• For Tomorrow's Students: A New
Generation of American Schools.
Strategy: A new generation of Ameri-
can schools will be invented and
established... These will be the best
schools in the world, schools that enable
their students to reach the national
education goals, to achieve a quantum
leap in learning and to help make
America all that it should be.
Better&More ANew I/ ANation Communities
Accountable Generation ]t of Where Learning
Schools of American Students Can Happen
Schools
• For the Rest of Us (Yesterday's
Students/Today's Workforce): A
Nation of Students.
Strategy: Adult Americans will be
challenged to "go back to school" and
make this a "Nation of Students"...
Every American will be urged to
continue learning throughout his or her
life, using the myriad formal and
informal means available to gain further
knowledge and skills.
• Communities Where Learning
Can Happen.
Strategy: Communities will be urged to
adopt the six national education goals as
their own, set a community strategy to
meet them, produce a report card to
measure results and agree to create and
support a new American school.
In addition to the top-level
strategies identified here, the document
provides detailed implementation plans
for each of the four major objectives.
Undoubtedly an ambitious program, it
is anticipated that AMERICA 2000 will
require coordinated effort between the
President, the Department of Educa-
tion, the Cabinet, Congress, the
nation's Governors, the business
community, and the community at
large (all Americans).
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Appendix2, NIEIDataCollectionProcess
This appendix summarizes the
types of education program data col-
lected from NIEI participants.
CompanyData
The name of the company and the
designated NIEI point of contact.
ProgramIdentification
The title and start date of each
particular program; a detailed program
description; indication of whether the
program is a cooperative effort with
other companies or organizations; and
identification of the cooperative mem-
bers.
ProgramCatepries
The general category or area of
program emphasis, describing the
nature of activities the program is
designed to support. The categories are
divided into "Adult" and "Student"
programs, and are broken down into the
following subsections where appropriate.
Adult Programs
• Basic Literacy - Activities designed to
enhance the rudimentary knowledge of
individuals such as the ability to read
and write and do basic math.
• Skills Enhancement- Activities
designed to develop new skills and to
build on the present knowledge of
individuals to enable them to perform a
variety of complex jobs.
• Other- Any, other major program
categories that may exist.
Student Programs
• Curriculum Development
Curriculum/Materials Development -
Activities that encourage the use of
recent advances in science, engineering
and technology in subject matter
content (course and curriculum);
support research in teaching and
learning science, engineering and
technology skills; equip students with
knowledge and skills to handle prob-
lems from other disciplines; reduce
barriers to participation in science,
engineering and technology fields; and
lead to new and improved materials and
strategies that support science, engineer-
ing and technology instruction, includ-
ing print materials, computer software,
video materials and laboratory equipment.
Educational Technologies- Activities
that increase the efficiency and effective-
ness of science, engineering and tcch-
nology instruction through the wide-
spread use of advanced technologies,
particularly the computer. Examples
include innovative educational systems,
interactive computer-videodisc systems,
CD-ROM, intelligent tutors, authoring
systems, problem-solving tools, and
expert systems.
Laboratory/Facilities Improvement -
Activities that generate effective and
efficient approaches to laboratory and
field-based instruction or provide direct
support for construction and renovation
of laboratory and classroom facilities
used primarily for science, engineering
and technology instruction.
• Organizational and Systemic Reform -
Activities that are designed to make
systemic changes in the education
delivery system and to increase both the
number and quality of students study-
ing science, engineering and "other"
technologies. Examples include admin-
istrative reform, community involvement
and formation of coalitions among
institutions and between educational
institutions and other sectors.
• Program Evaluation/Assessment-
Activities that involve program evalua-
tion; student assessment; data collec-
tion; research on the learning process;
and projections of science, engineering
and technology human-resources supply
and demand.
• Student Incentives
Bridging Programs - Activities that assist
in the transition from one educational
level or institutional setting to another.
These include academic, career aware-
ness and development activities.
Direct Student Support - Activities that
provide direct student financial assis-
tance (e.g., scholarships, research
assistantships, stipends and cooperative
education). (NOTE: Activities provid-
ing financial assistance to future science,
engineering and technology educators
are categorized under teacher or faculty
preparation/enhancement.)
Fellowships - Activities that provide
support to graduate students and
postdoctoral fellows for research in
science and engineering.
Traineeships - Activities that provide
funds for support of talented and
deserving graduate students and
postdoctoral trainees.
• Teacher and Faculty Preparation - Pro-
service activities that increase prepara-
tion for science, engineering and
technology instruction. This excludes
activities that are purely pedagogical in
nature or that replicate courses normally
available through graduate departments.
(NOTE: The term "teacher" refers to an
educator at the precollege level; "fac-
ulty" refers to the postsecondary level.)
• Teacher and Faculty Enhancement -
In-service activities that enrich and
strengthen the theoretical and practical
bases for teaching the most up-to-date
courses; provide experience with state-
of-the-art laboratory equipment; or
provide incentives through the reward
of excellence in science, engineering and
technology instruction. These activities
should not primarily enhance research
ability, be purely pedagogical in nature,
or replicate courses normally, available in
graduate departments.
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• Other- Any other major program
categories that may exist.
ProgramSkill Targets
Identification of the specific
subject or skill area that the program is
geared towards (e.g., Basic Communica-
tions, Science, Engineering, Mathemat-
ics, Technology, Other).
ProgramRecipientTargets
The estimated number of recipi-
ents for each program, and the educa-
tion level(s) the activity is targeted
towards (i.e., Elementary School, Junior
High/Middle School, High School,
Undergraduate, Graduate, Adult);
identification of whether programs are
geared towards specific recipient groups
(e.g., minorities, people with disabilities
or females) or geographic areas (city,
state, regional or national). (NOTE:
Minorities are further broken down into
Black, Hispanic, American Indian,
Asian/Paciflc Islander and Other.)
ProgramFlaaiicial/SuppartData
The actual or estimated resources
expended on each program for fiscal
years 1990 and 1991, along with the
primary nature of support (i.e., direct
financial support, in-kind services,
equipment, employee involvement).
Also, the estimated number of employ-
ees involved with each program.
NatianalGealsAssessment
Identification of the national
education goals supported by each
program.
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Appendix3. AssessmentOfNIEIActivities
AgainstOtherSelectedFederalEducationGuidelines
BytheYear 2000: First ia the Werid
The information in this report
provides a substantive baseline for
assessing the correlation of NIEI
activities with the goals outlined in By
the Year 2000: First in the WorM. In
this section, NIEI information is
evaluated in light of FCCSET/CEHR
strategic objectives and implementation
priorities; in the majority of cases, it is
clear that NIEI programs are supportive
of the overall federal strategies.
a. Strategic Objectives. NIEI
activities (both by nature and design)
appear to be fairly well aligned with the
CEHR strategic objectives.
(1) Improved Science and Mathematics
Pe_Cormance. NIE[ programs are
inherently consistent with the first
CEHR objective, given the nature of
NASA and contractor operations and
business lines. The program skill target
analysis (figure C-5) also clearly demon-
strates this commitment, with strong
emphasis in science, engineering,
mathematics and technology.
(2) Strong Precollege Teacher Workforce.
Section II-C indicates that programs
geared towards Teacher/Facuky Prepa-
ration and Enhancement are strongly
represented on a total basis (figure C-l),
as well as at all general education levels
(figures C-2 through C-4). In each
case, these initiatives are second only to
Student Incentives in levels of program
support.
(3) Adequate Pipeline for the Science and
Technology Workforce, Including In-
creased Participation of Underrepresented
Groups. In this area, NIEI statistics
provide somewhat less conclusive
results. With regard to keeping such
students coming through the education
pipeline objective, the most common
focus of programs documented in this
report appears to be at the late second-
ary or postsecondary education levels.
As such, NIEI members may not be
fully attuned to the nature or gravity of
this issue. At the same time, Section
II-D seems to indicate relatively strong
program support for underrepresented
groups. The question is whether such
programs are instituted at a sufficiently
early phase to impact the historically
high attrition levels towards the end of
the pipeline.
(4) Improved Public Understanding of
Science and Technology. This is the only
area where NIEI programs may appear
minimally supportive of CEHR objec-
tives. As shown in Section II-D, the
number of programs geared toward the
"Adult" (or, in this case, general public)
sector is quite low from both a relative
and absolute standpoint. However, the
exclusion of internal corporate skill and
career development programs from this
report may contribute substantially to
the low representation in the "Adult"
category.
b. Implementation Priorities.
Assessment of NIEI programs against
the CEHR implementation priorities is
fairly straightforward. In the table
below, the CEHR priorities for each
education level are listed in order of
precedence, and the corresponding
emphasis accorded each priority per
Section II-C of this report is also
identified. The "NIEI Emphasis"
should not be construed as a deliberate
prioritization by Working Group
participants; rather, the ranking is
drawn directly from the statistical data
contained in Section [I-C.
Comparison of NIEI Programs With FCCSET Priorities
1.TeacherPreparation/
Enhancement
2. CurriculumReform
3.Organizationaland
SystemicReform
4. StudentSupport,
Incentivesand
Opportunities
1. CurriculumReform
2. FacultyPreparation/
Enhancement
3. StudentSupport,
Incentivesand
Opportunities
4. OrganizationalReform
1. StudentSupport,
I Incentivesand
Opportunities
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AMERICA2DOll
Both the complexity and overall
focus of AMERICA 2000 strategies
make an assessment vis-a-vis the NIEI
statistics somewhat difficult; this is
compounded by the fact that data
collection was not structured to support
a comparison of this nature. Nonethe-
less, as the summary below indicates,
NIEI programs appear to provide a
beginning foundation for pursuit of
AMERICA 2000 objectives.
a. For Today's Students: Better
and More Accountable Schools. ]'his
objective centers on the need for
accountability in the education process,
and for measurement and comparison
of the results of education reform efforts
(both at the student and institutional
level). Analysis of NIEI program
categories indicates that activities in the
Program Evaluation/Assessment arena
appear to be the most closely aligned
with this strategy'. Although the total
level of support for such programs
(17%) is low in comparison with other
categories, Program Evaluation/Assess-
ment initiatives may constitute a
somewhat progressive departure from
traditional cducation support efforts.
Therefbre, the fhct that approximately
one in five NIEI programs is concen-
trated in this area is encouraging, and
indicates a substantial foundation for
expansion of this type of activity.
b. For Tomorrow's Students: A
New Generation of American Schools.
This objective is geared towards radical
reform in our nation's education
system, with an emphasis on discarding
traditional assumptions and constraints
regarding "schooling" and establishing
new perspectives, approaches and
methodologies. Once again, a fairly
close correlation with NIEI program
categories is evident; specifically,
programs supporting both Curriculum
Development and Organizational and
Systemic Reform have the potential to
contribute substantially to this objec-
tive. Section II-C suggests that Cur-
riculum Development initiatives are
fairly well represented, with nearly a
third of programs indicating at least
partial emphasis in this area. However,
it is apparent that program support for
Organizational and Systemic Reform is
relatively low (14%). As with Program
Evaluation/Assessment, these activities
represent a departure from traditional
assistance efforts and have only recently
been recognized as essential to compre-
hensive education reform. The level of
support theretbre suggests a positive base-
line tbr continued initiatives in this area.
c. For the Rest of Us (Yesterday's
Students/Today's Workforce): A
Nation of Students. With a fundamen-
tal focus on adult education and lifelong
learning, this objective appears to
receive relatively minor support from
current NIEI activities. The total
number of programs with an adult focus
is relatively small, and levels of pro-
grams supporting Basic Literacy and
Skills Enhancement discussed in Section
II-C are the lowest among all the NIEI
program types. It should again be
stresst'd that internal corporate skill- and
career-development programs, which
are not reflected in this report, may
have the potential to mitigate shortcom-
ings identified in adult education.
d. Communities Where Learnin[
Can Happen. This objective places at
least partial responsibility for reform
efforts on communities, and on the
organizations, groups, families and
individuals in each community. The
overall focus is on reemphasizing proven
values and reestablishing strong social
and cultural support systems. Although
NIEI initiatives are primarily concen-
trated in math, science, engineering and
other technical fields, a fundamental
baseline of support for this objective
does exist. Specifically, the national
goals assessment (Section II-G) appears
to indicate relatively minor support for
goals 1 and 6 ("Readiness for School"
and "Safe, Disciplined and Drug-Free
Schools"). However, NIEI community
service, drug awareness and related
social programs (many of which are not
reflected in this report) have the poten-
tial to offset the minimal support
identified for these two goals. More-
over, the breakdown of program skill
targets (figure C-5) indicates a substan-
tial emphasis in both "Basic Communi-
cation Skills" and "Other" areas. In the
former case, it is clear that enhanced
communications skills are essential to
orderly and smoothly functioning
communities. In the latter, a review of
"Other" skill targets (figure C-6)
identifies a range of personal develop-
ment programs, with emphasis on
general education, personal skills, career
counseling, the humanities and drug
awareness (among other areas). In both
cases, a significant level of support for
broad social and cultural activities may
be discerned.
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Appendix4. RepresentativestoNASA-Industry
EducationI itiativeWorkingGroup
NASA
Dr. Robert W. Brown
Deputy Associate Administrator
Office of Human Resources and
Education
Code F
Washington, DC 20546
Ms. Cathy A. Johnston
National Service Office
Code IN
Washington, DC 20546
Mr. Frank C. Owens
Director, Education Division
Code FE
Washington, DC 20546
Dr. Malcom V. Phelps
Chief, Educational Technology and
Evaluation Branch
Code FET
Washington, DC 20546
Mr. John D. Schumacher
Deputy Associate Administrator
Office of Policy Coordination and
International Relations
Code I
Washington, DC 20546
Mr. David L. Stottlemyer
Director, National Service Office
Code IN
Washington, DC 20546
iNDUSTRY
Mr. Norman Avrech
Group Vice President
Space and Communications Group
Hughes Aircraft Company
Los Angeles, CA 90009
Mr. H. Hollister Cantus
Vice President, Government
Requirements
Lockheed Missiles and
Space Systems Group
Washington, DC 20006
Mr. H. Jackie Cooper
Vice President and Associate General
Manager
Administrative Services
EG&G Florida, Inc.
Kennedy Space Center, FL 32815
Ms. Carol A. Dickson
Manager, Training and Development
Fairchild Space and Defense Corporation
Germantown, MD 20874
Mr. Michael Edwards
Manager
Computer Services and Applications
Branch
Teledyne Brown Engineering
Huntsville, AL 35807
Dr. David A. Erekson
Manager
Training and Development
Thiokol Corporation
Ogden, UT 84401
Mr. William R. French
Director, Customer and Government
Relations
Pratt & Whitney Group
United Technologies Corporation
Washington, D(" 20006
Mr. Thomas H. Henning
Manager, Division Education
Federal Sector Division Headquarters
International Business Machines
Corporation
Bethesda, MD 20817
Ms. Estell A. Jones
Communications Manager
Public Affairs
Aerojet-General Corporation
Rancho Cordova, CA 95741
Mr. Gilbert W. Keyes
President
Boeing Commercial Space
Development Company
Seattle, WA 98124
Ms. Mary. Lou Kromer
Director, Advertising and Community
Relations
Rockwell International Corporation
El Segundo, CA 90245
Mr. Joseph Laurinaitis
Honeywell, Inc.
Clearwater, FL 34524
Mr. Donald S. Levine
Director, Civil Programs
Program Development Defense Systems
Unisys Corporation
McLean, VA 22102
Dr. William C. [,inder-Scholer
Executive Director for Cray Research
Foundation
(;ray Research, Inc.
Eagan, MN _5121
Ms. Phyllis McGrath
Program Manager, Pre-_._ollegc-
Progranls
General Elcctric Company
Fairfield, (7"I" 06431
Mr. Robert Moore
Manager, Quality and Safety,
BAMS1, Inc.
Titusville, FL 32781
Mr. Robert P. Perez
Vice President, Human Resources
Johnson Controls World Services, Inc.
Cape Canaveral, FL 32920
Dr. James D. Porter
Director, Technical Operations
Civil Space and Communications
Martin Marietta Corporation
Denver, CO 80201
Mr. Fred Rhodes
Vice President
l.egislative Relations
Loral Corporation
Arlington, VA 22202
2%
Mr. Dennis Schneible
Manager of Program Development
Bendix Field Engineering Corporation
Allied-Signal Aerospace Company
Lanham-Seabrook, MD 20706
Ms. Leslie C. Seeman
Vice President and General Counsel
Orbital Sciences Corporation
Fairfax, VA 22033
Mr. Gus Siekierka
Vice President, Human Resources
Systems Group
Computer Sciences Corporation
Falls Church, VA 22042
Ms. Roseann Smith
Manager, Educational Programs
Public Affairs
Grumman Corporation
Bethpage, NY 11714
Mr. James J. Spaeth
Manager
Advanced Space Systems and
Technology
McDonnell Douglas Space Systems
Company
Arlington, VA 22202
Mr. John L. Sweeney
Director, Human Resources
NSI Technology Services Corporation
A ManTech International Company
Alexandria, VA 22314
Mr. Dale Van Natta
Director
Civil and Community Relations
TRW Space and Defense Sector
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
TASKGROUP
Dr. David Erekson
Thiokol Corporation
Mr. Thomas Henning
Ms. Nancy Cunningham
International Business Machines
Corporation
Ms. Cathy Johnston
NASA/Code IN
Ms. Estell Jones
Aerojet-General Corporation
Ms. Mary Lou Kromer
Rockwell International Corporation
Dr. Malcom Phelps
NASA/Code FET
Ms. Roseann Smith
Grumman Corporation
Mr. David Stottlemyer
NASA/Code IN
Mr. Dale Van Natta
TRW Space and Defense Sector
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